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Overview
immersionVR reader is an eBook reader designed speciﬁcally for
the world of Virtual Reality.
Reading is probably the most fun a single person can have by
themselves as it can transport the reader into a world of their own,
not hassled by the day-to-day worries of the real world.
immersionVR reader extends this concept of isolation and
immersion by providing an environment to enhance the reading of
books. It does this by providing multiple reading environments to
enable the reader to immerse themselves into another world whilst
reading (or listening to) the book of their choice.
immersionVR reader was built with the idea of trying to utilise the
concepts and advantages of virtual reality and apply them to the
reading experience. Not restricted to the bounds of the standard
6*9 ebook reader or the paper book, immersionVR reader utilises
the available 360 degree environment to provide additional
information to the reader outside the bounds of the actual reading
view, as and when required, to enhance the reading experience.
immersionVR reader allows the user to read or listen to media in a
360 degree virtual reality environment. Control can be done by
either using a VR controller or gaze control. immersionVR reader
supports reading of DRM free eBooks formatted as EPUB, Kindle,
PDF or text and eComics in CBR or CBZ formats. All languages and
characters sets are supported. immersionVR reader also supports
listening to audiobooks in MP4 format.
immersionVR reader provides thirty diﬀerent reading environments
as well as concealable option menus that allow the user to zoom,
recline, adjust volume, change resolution and modify the fonts of
the reading environment. immersionVR reader provides a sortable
graphical library to hold all of your media as well as an audio player
to play background music whilst reading.

Using immersionVR reader is performed by using the trigger and
touchpad buttons on the controller together with a controller
pointer. Alternatively, gaze control is accomplished by moving the
reticle, which is a small dot, over the required action icon and
moving your head e.g. hovering the reticle over the page arrow will
will perform that action.
Three public domain eBooks have been bundled with immersionVR
reader and are available, together with this guide, from your library
once immersionVR reader has been installed.
The bundled books are Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson,
The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells and The Mysterious Aﬀair at
Styles by Agatha Christie. Additionally three public domain
eComics have been bundled as well and are available in your comic
library after installation. The bundled comics are Amazing
Adventures published by Ziﬀ-Davis (1950), Bullet Man published by
Fawcett (1942) and Cynthia Doyle, Nurse in Love published by
Charlton (1963).

Options
All of immersionVR reader settings can be accessed through the
Options. When using the controller simply click the touchpad to
open Options whilst reading or listening. When using the gaze as
control, use the settings icon

.

Use options to access the library, import media, play music, change
the environment, change the theme, switch between listening and
reading, modify your audio settings or make reading adjustments
such as zoom and position.
Light/Dark switches theme between day and night. Environment
allows you to select your background reading environment.
Advanced allows you to change the control mechanism and reading
positions as well as opening a user guide. Music and Import will
open a browser allowing selection of ﬁles to play or import. Audio
allows you to disable background audio and notiﬁcation sounds as
well as adjust volume. Reading switches to reading mode. whilst
Listening switches to audiobook mode. Library opens your book
and comic library. Additional sub-menus include Advanced,
Position and Audio.
To return from an option click the touchpad or the back button on
the controller. If using gaze control, simply gaze at the return icons.

Controller Usage
immersionVR reader supports the use of controllers for various
functions. The controls diﬀer dependant on what you are doing:
Reader:
To page, click the trigger on the left or right hand side of the page
being read or swipe right or left on the touchpad
To zoom, swipe up/down on the touchpad
To open options, click the touchpad
To switch to audiobook mode, open options and select listening
Library:
To view a book or comic details, click the trigger whilst over the
book or comic
To open a book or comic, click trigger on the book or comic details
selected
To close currently viewed book or comic details move the pointer
oﬀ the details or click the touchpad
To scroll thru library, swipe left/right on the touchpad
To return to your current book or comic being read (indicated by
heart icon), click the back button
To open options, click the touchpad
To switch between your book and comic library, open options and
then switch media
File Browsing:
To scroll thru ﬁles, swipe up or down on the touchpad
To close the browser, click the touchpad
AudioBook Player:
To Play or Pause audio, click the controls
To return to reading mode, open options and select reading
Reality (GearVR only):
To view thru your phone's camera, open options, select Advanced
and then Reality

Everywhere:
The volume control on the controller can be used to alter the
volume of any themes or control sounds
The home button or a short press of the back button on the
controller allows the option of returning to the Oculus home screen
The back button returns to the previous menu or exits to the
Oculus home options screen if in reading or listening modes.
Note: All actions can still be performed using the gaze control
regardless of whether a controller is present or not. To switch to
Gaze, open options, select Advanced and then Controller

Reading
The reader is where your book or comic is read. Changing pages
using the controller can be done by either swiping the touchpad
left or right or by clicking the trigger on the left or right side of the
book or comic you are reading. Changing pages using your gaze
can be done by selecting a page change control arrow, or using a
swipe motion on the touchpad.

Changing pages can also be performed by using a page link e.g.
within a books' table of contents. Links are normally highlighted in
blue and often underlined although this is dependant on the
individual book's layout. If a link is available the link is highlighted.
Clicking the link will open the book to the link's page e.g. within a
table of contents, clicking the link to Chapter Five would move the
reader to chapter ﬁve within the book.
A footer that displays the current page number as well as a graphical
line whose colour graduates from red to blue indicating the
percentage of the book read is found below the reader. A battery
indicator for your device is also found within this footer. Selecting
the Font icon switches the book font from serif to san-serif.
The page layout is dependant on the type of book or comic being
read. Epub and kindle formatted books use a single page layout.
PDF, text and comics use a double page layout.

Note: When using gaze control an Options icon which is displayed
to the bottom left of the the footer opens the options menu.

Images and Table of Contents
Clicking an image panel icon
opens the book's image panels. The
image panels are displayed to the left and right of the book. If a book
contains images then these images will be displayed within these
image panels and a large view of the image is displayed when an
image is clicked. This can be particularly helpful when trying to
follow a book's storyline that includes maps or diagrams that are
often displayed only at the start or end of the book. Note that small
images are not displayed in the image panels e.g. paragraph break
images, nor are images available for PDF or text formatted books nor
comics.

The toc icon
opens the dynamically created table of content
panel to the left of the book. This is displayed to the left of the the
current book and can be traversed by clicking the control arrows.
The selected link is opened within your book. Not all book formats
have a toc.

If a link is available in the book content the linked text will be
highlighted. Clicking the link will open the book to the link's page
e.g. within a table of contents, gazing or putting the controller
pointer over the link to Chapter Five would move the reader to
chapter ﬁve within the book. After using a link, the previous icon
will be displayed to the in the footer. This allows you to return
to the page last read allowing the use of dynamic footnotes
throughout the book.

Listening
immersionVR reader supports the reading of audiobooks. An
audiobook to be listened to can be selected from within the Import
menu. Once a valid audiobook directory has been selected the
audiobook icon is displayed allowing the user to open the
audiobook.
The audiobook player is opened via the Listening icon found in the
Options menu. Audiobook controls include play, pause, restart the
current ﬁle, skip to the next ﬁle as well as rewind one minute/ten
seconds or skip forward one minute/ten seconds.

Some options are unavailable whilst using an audiobook and these
include the ability to play any background music and also any
environments that have background audio will load without the
audio. If you are using an audiobook when you exit immersionVR
reader this will be saved as your default media type so that next
time you use immersionVR reader you will be automatically
redirected back to the audiobook. To switch back to reading, click
the Reading icon from within the Options menu.

Library
The Library is where your collection of eBooks or eComics can be
found. Clicking a book or comic will open and display the book
cover and description. There is a separate library for books and
comics and you can switch between these using the book or comic
icon with the library options. Once a book or comic is opened it can
be selected to be read, in which case you will be taken back to the
Reader view where the newly selected book or comic will have been
opened.

The library displays up to twenty four books or comics at a time.
Swiping left or right (or using the arrow controls when using gaze)
allows browsing thru all the books or comics in your library. After
clicking a book in the library, the book details are displayed. The
details provide a description of the book together with the book
cover. Comic details only include the comic cover. The book or
comic to be read can be selected clicking the read icon (or simply
click the trigger). Books or comics can also be removed from the
library by clicking the delete icon in the book details view. Moving
the controller from the details closes it.

Options within the library include the ability to sort your library by
most recent (the default), title or author (not available for comics).
Switch Media switches the library media type between books and
comics. Reading Direction switches the reading direction of your
media whilst Import Media opens the Import menu allowing you to
import media into immersionVR reader. Only present if your library
has no media.

Environments
The various immersionVR reader environments are selected from
Environments found with the options menu. These provide thirty
diﬀerent 360 degree environments in which to read. A number of
themes have associated audio which adds ambient background
sounds and/or minimal music to the reading environment.

Clicking with the controller or gazing at an environment changes
the environment to the chosen one within immersionVR reader. You
can browse the available themes by using the control arrows or by
swiping left or right.

Importing Media
Media can be imported into immersionVR reader by using the
Import menu.

Books, comics or audiobooks can be imported by selecting the
appropriate option. These open a ﬁle browser that allows you to
select a single media item or an entire directory. Epub and kindle
formatted book imports are performed in the background and you
will be notiﬁed of the progress of these imports. Comics, PDF and
text ﬁles are imported immediately.
A quick import feature has been provided that speeds up the
import process but produces less formatted book than the default
full import.
Notes: importing many epub or kindle formatted books at once,
may well take a long time.
For further information on this send a message through the
www.immersionVR-reader.com web site.

Music
immersionVR reader supports the ability to customise the reading
environment to your own requirements Custom audio in the form
of background sounds or music is supported allowing you play your
own music in the background whilst reading. This can include
single music tracks or entire albums. To play music in the
background select the Music option from within the Options
menu, and browse to a directory containing music ﬁle.
A music player is displayed to the right of the reader that allows you
to control the music. It displays the album name, track playing and
album cover (if available) and can be used to play/pause, restart or
got to the next track as well as set loop on or oﬀ.

You can select a single track to play by selecting the track ﬁle or you
can play an entire directory/album by using the album icon when
viewing the album tracks. Supported music ﬁles must be in MP3
format. Music tracks and albums are played through once unless
the loop icon is selected. A volume control is found to the right of
the player.

Detailed Features
immersionVR reader features include:
Support for EPUB version 2 (2.0, 2.0.1) and EPUB version 3 (3.0,
3.0.1, 3.1)
Support for AZW3 books
Support for MOBI books
Support for PDF books
Support for Text ﬁles
Support for MP3 audiobooks
Support for Comics or Graphic novels in CBR or CBZ formats
Support for CSS and all associated rich text styles
Support for image formats: jpg, gif, png, webP
Support for dynamic linking of content including footnotes
Selectable control mechanism between the 3DOF controller
and your gaze
View of options, images, contents, themes and library only
when required
Graphical library with multiple sort options and book
descriptions
Support for books in multiple languages e.g. English, Japanese,
Chinese etc.
Support for multiple character sets e.g. Latin, Cyrillic, Kanji,
Hebrew etc.
Support for mathematical symbol character sets
Support for left to right and right to left reading dependant on
the eBook language
Thirty preloaded reading environments
Resolution adjustment on PDF documents
An audio player to play your own music as background audio
whilst reading
Background processing of imports
immersionVR reader allows:

The ability to alter the reading view to zoom in or out as
required
The ability to change your viewing position e.g. sitting up or
reclining
Switching between Gaze based and Controller control of the
application
The ability to set day or night themes
The ability to switch between a default sans-serif font or an
alternate serif font
immersionVR reader has a number of concepts that take advantage
of the 360 degree virtual reality platform to provide a unique
experience to the reader. These include:
The ability to display book images via selectable image panels
which allow image viewing whilst not detracting from the
reading experience
A dynamically created table of content that can be opened and
closed as required
The ability to quickly view reality by allowing the reader to see
what is happening in the real world without having to remove
the VR headset (if available on the VR headset)
Multiple selectable 360 degree environment themes that
provide immersive reading environments some which include
background ambient sounds and/or minimal associated
environment music
A custom music player set at 90 degrees to the reading
environment

Technical
immersionVR reader was built using Unity 2019 and TextMeshPro
Supported devices are the Samsung Gear VR, Oculus Go, MiVR
Standalone, Pico Goblin 1 and 2, and Pico Neo virtual reality
headsets.
The permissions required by immersionVR reader are as follows:
File storage access - used to store conﬁguration ﬁles and
imported books as well as browsing for ﬁles to import.
Photo and video access - used when displaying reality via the
device camera
Audio access - used when playing sounds within the
environments

